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Jonathan Fenske tells three
humorous stories of two friends, Pig

and Fox, and their shenanigans with a
cardboard box (all of which involved
Pig accidentally crushing Fox in the

box).
BL: 1.3

JE Fenske

A Pig, a Fox, and a Box by
Jonathan Fenske

Ling and Ting are identical twins who
people think are exactly the same, but

time and again they prove to be
different.

BL: 1.8-2.0
JE Lin

Ling and Ting by Grace Lin

Mr. Monkey bakes a cake and he
can't wait to win a ribbon! Bur first he

has to carry it to the contest. What
could possibly go wrong. 

BL: 1.2
JE Mack

Mr. Monkey Bakes a Cake by
Jeff Mack

Doodle Dog is perfect for beginning
readers! The stories are simple, silly,

and have very few words! Check out all
the books in this series! 

BL: 1.1
JE Seltzer

Doodle Dog by Eric Seltzer



There are 25 books in the Elephant
and Piggie series, so get ready to

read. These books vary in level, so
readers of all levels can find

something they like. 
BL: 0.5-1.8 
JE Willems

Elephant and Pig�ie Series by
Mo Willems

There's really nothing like the
classics! Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can
You? is a perfect way to introduce
emerging readers to Dr. Seuss! 

BL: 1.8
JE Seuss

Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?
by Dr. Seuss

This series by David Milgrim is
perfect for reluctant and emerging

readers. With plenty of repetition and
very few words, we follow Otto

through a series of out of this world
adventures!  
BL: 0.5-0.9
JE Milgrim

The Adventures of Otto by
David Milgrim

Lovable golden retriever puppy
Biscuit gets up to all kinds of

adventures in this simple easy reader
series by Alyssa Capucilli! This series
is perfect for students just starting to

read. 
BL: 1.1-1.5
JE Capucilli

Biscuit by Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

Illustrations and rhyming, easy-to-read
text introduce an increasing, then

decreasing, cast of characters sharing a
boat in a moat with a pig in an enormous

wig.
BL: 1.8

JE Virjan

What This Story Needs is a Pig
in a Wig by Emma J. Virjan

Pete the Cat: I Can Read! series
combines the silly tales of our

favorite blue feline and an easy
reader format. This series is great for

readers just starting out! 
BL: 1.3-1.5
JE Dean 

Pete the Cat: I Can Read! by
James Dean 

Big Duck, Little Duck, and Porcupine
enjoy a picnic, prepare for a campout,
and celebrate Porcupine's birthday. If
you like these books, make sure to
check out the rest of Salina Yoon's

Duck, Duck, Porcupine series!
BL: 1.5

JE Yoon

Duck, Duck, Porcupine by
Salina Yoon

This series covers everything from
sight words and early math to

emotions and how to manage them.
These books have the amount of

words (50, 100, or 300) written right
on the cover so you know what you

are getting! 
BL: 1.5-1.9
JE Ziefert

I'm Going to Read! Series by
Harriet Ziefert

Ballet Cat and her cousin Goat are
preparing a show for grandma.. but

which one will be grandma's "favorite
favorite?" Read to find out!

BL: 1.6
JE SHEA

Ballet Cat by Bob Shea

Check out Fly Guy's hilarious
adventures and mishaps! 

BL: 1.3
JE Arnold

Fly Guy By Tedd Arnold

This book series stars a sweet pup
named Rocket as he learns to read,
write, and play with others. Animals

lovers will enjoy these books
including Rocket the Brave and

Rocket's Mighty Words. 
BL: 1.2
JE Hills

Rocket by Tad Hills 

Penguin and Pinecone form an
unlikely friendship, even when they
must live far apart. If you like this
book, check out the rest of Salina
Yoon's Penguin series for early

readers!
BL: 1.5-1.9
JE Yoon

Penguin and Pinecone by
Salina Yoon


